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Abstract 
 
The main issues faced by the electrical distribution system are voltage and 

current fluctuations which are due to the non-linear load circuit system. This 
work deals with modifying the controller design by uniting the Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) and Fuzzy logic controller (FLC) techniques to 

improving the power quality. By that ANN-FLC abolishes the harmonics in 
the distribution system. The Unified Power Quality Conditioners (UPQC) is 

used to provide better reactive compensation and reduce the value of total 

harmonic distortion (THD). UPQC are mainly implemented to diminish and 
eliminate the harmonics, where a series compensator cancels the current 

disturbance and shunt compensator cancels the voltage disturbance. The 

main focus of this paper is reduce the harmonics of current and voltage using 

UPQC and thus the power quality of the distribution system is improved by 
using ANN-FLC controller, the result shows power factor improvement and 

better compensation of reactive power. 

Keywords:Unified Power Quality Conditioner, Total Harmonic Distortions, 

Artificial Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic Control. 
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1 Introduction 

 
At the beginning of this era, now not only dwelling being interacted but also 

gadgets talk with each different. This kind of tool conversation is called the 

in order to enlarge the power in the micro grid, to eliminate the harmonics 
and fluctuations when voltage and current supplied an innovative approach to 

PI controller is made. This project work designed a UPQC to improve the 

performance of the system. UPQC is employed to handle the voltage twisting 

and voltage unbalance in a designed system [1]. The load side voltage is 
perfectly balanced sinusoidal and entirely directed and furthermore it's 

utilized to get side by side of load current music so as that this at the source 

side is totally sinusoidal and liberated from twists and sounds. UPQC could 
likewise be a intermingling of a Shunt and series active filter [2]. The Shunt 

Active filter is utilized to compensate the current variations and make the 

source current totally sinusoidal [3]. The Series active filter is operated to 
balance the unbalanced voltage and provide flexible voltage at the grid side 

[4]. UPQC comprises of dual voltage source inverters connected through a 

DC interlink capacitor during one stage, three phase four wire system 

configuration [5]. The shunt APF is organized as a variable current source 
inverter and sequential series APF is controlled as a variable voltage source 

inverter [6]. The Fuzzy Logic controller alongside ANN streamlining is 

executed to control the music. The voltage nature of the load is improved by 
the principal converter in the harmonic voltage controller [7]. The presence 

of harmonics in the current are made because of the nonlinear burden and the 

main converter that is repaid constantly converter which can be disposed of 

through the double converters framework. On developing with above 
determinations, computational burden is decreased in a modified PI 

controller. The consolidate condition that has UPQC alongside the fluffy 

controlled procedure is actualized to lessen the voltage slack and the current 
sounds which is issue in PI regulator. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 UPQC Circuit Diagram 
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The above figure 1 is the circuit outline of UPQC which considers an 
equal associated arrangement APF and shunt APF along the DC interface 

capacitor voltage. The fundamental gracefully is given as a pace of 230V 

along the arrangement and shunt APF. Finally the load is provided to test the 

circuit for further evidences. In this paper, a control technique is considered 
which is executed using the Matlab r2016 a version on design the PI 

controller with adding ANN-FLC optimization algorithm for the harmonics 

compensation in the grid along the parallel dual converters.The stimulation 
process is done by Using Simulink model for the UPQC which further 

provides a protection to the converters. 

 

2 Proposed System 
 

The proposed framework is displaying and recreation of the PI regulator 
which needs the force quality. The power nature of the double interfacing 

converters are significantly diminished because of the list and swell in the 

arrangement and shunt compensators because of current and voltage 

harmonics. To improve the force nature of the feeder in the dispersion 
framework UPQC is utilized. The change power flow under dynamic 

condition, the electric utilities is to supply their customers and uninterrupted 

sinusoidal voltage of the constant magnitude and frequency  
with sinusoidal balanced current at AC mains present day ac distribution 

system are severe  power quality problem such as high reactive power 

burden, unbalanced loads,  harmonics rich load current, and excessive neural 
current. In this paper are used in upqc and artificial neural network and fuzzy 

logic control technique are used to mitigate the harmonic voltage or current 

in the micro grid. 

The simulation model is designed with the PI controller as the skeletons 
with UPQC conditions are made. The circuit grid consists of the three-phase 

programmable voltage sources along with the three-phase V-I 

measurementcircuit which acts as the basic source for the grid. The structure 
of the UPQC is planned with the 26 switches which is made as the 

arrangement and shunt for the current and voltage estimations. A different 

sub-model is built for arrangement regulator and shunt regulator with an 
estimation block. A three stage electrical switch is added alongside it to 

redress and keep up the changes.  

The principle focal point of this proposed framework are utilized to 

improve the force quality by utilizing upqc and(ANN-FLC) remunerating of 
voltage hang, consonant current in the appropriation organize. 
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3 Unified Power Quality Conditioner 

 

UPQC is gadget for the ongoing control and dynamic pay of air 

conditioning transmission framework; it is equipped for controlling all the 

boundaries that effect power stream (v, 𝝳, x) of the transmission line either 

all the while or specifically. It has the one of a kind highlights of infusing 

voltage at any stage point and it can autonomously control genuine force 

(without modifying receptive power).when the regular dc connect is open; it 
very well may be worked as SSSC and STATCOM freely. Voltage guideline 

can be accomplished persistently with variable in stage and against stage 

voltage infusion. The responsive force control can be accomplished by 
infusing arrangement voltage in quadrature with line current, identical to 

capacitance or inductive impedance compensation. Phase edge guideline can 

be accomplished by the infusing arrangement voltage with the ideal stage 

angle, without changing the extent of the line voltage, the separate 
source/sink isn't required for genuine force trade, as one of the end transports 

gives/ingests the genuine force according to transmission line parameters. 

Two VSI are associated back-back worked from a typical dc connect gave by 
a storage capacitor. The basic dc interface encourages genuine force stream 

in either heading between air conditioning terminals of two converters. Each 

converter can autonomously produce/ingest receptive force at is air 
conditioning terminal. The arrangement associated infuses voltage in 

arrangement with the line with controllable extent (0⪯vpq⪯vpmax) and 

stage edge (0⪯𝝈⪯2π), thus trading genuine and responsive power [8]. These 

double associated converter, converts request/overabundance of the genuine 
force transmission line to regular dc as gracefully/ingest of the genuine force, 

receptive force now through dc connection of UPQC is zero. The shunt 

associated converter gracefully or retain the genuine force requested by 
arrangement converter at the dc connect to help the genuine force trade due 

to infusing voltage by arrangement converter. The interest at dc interface in 

changed over to air conditioning by the shunt converter and took care of back 

to the line by means of shunt associated transformer.  
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Figure 2 Control Circuit of UPQC 

 

There is shut direct way for genuine force trade by the arrangement 

converter DC interface shunt.Figure 2 shows Control Circuit of UPQC 
converter back to line. The receptive force is created by the arrangement 

associated converter locally and fulfils the transmission line need, and need 

not be sent. Subsequently the dynamic force is provided without change of 
receptive force stream. 

 
4 Fuzzy Logic Controller 
 

In FLC, the basic control action to be performed is determined by a set of 

linguistic rules. These rules are determined variables are converted into 
linguistic variables, its method of mathematical modelling of the system is 

determined through In FLC, the fundamental control activity to be performed 

is controlled by a lot of linguistic rules. These rules are resolved factors are 

changed over into phonetic variables; its technique for scientific displaying 
of the framework is resolved through FLC [9]. 

The FLC is three parts which has given below: 

 Interference engine 

 Fuzzification and 

 Defuzzification 
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4.1 Interference Engine 
 

In a few arrangement strategy, for example, max-min and max dab have 

been proposed in the writing through the qualities which is acquired by the 

enrollment capacities. In max min techniques are essentially utilized in the 
system. Thus the yield participation capacity of each standard is least 

administrator and most extreme administrator. This standard depends on FLC 

which includes an enrollment rules.  
 

4.2 Fuzzification 
 

It is the strategy for changing a fresh amount into a fluffy amount. This 

can be accomplished by recognizing the different referred to fresh and 
deterministic amounts as totally nondeterministic and very dubious in nature. 

This vulnerability may have risen due to ambiguity and imprecision which at 

that point lead the factors to be spoken to by a participation work as they taxi 
be fluffy in nature.  

 

4.3 Defuzzification 
 

It is the reversal of fuzzification, there the planning is done to change 

over the fresh outcomes into fluffy outcomes however here the planning is  

done to change over the fluffy outcomes into fresh outcomes. This procedure 
is fit for creating a nonfuzzy control activity which outlines the chance 

appropriation of a deduced fluffy control activity. Defuzzification procedure 

can likewise be treated as the adjusting procedure, where fluffy set having a 

gathering of participation esteems on the unit stretch decreased to a solitary 
scalar amount. 

E (K) = 
𝑀𝑝ℎ  𝐾 −𝑀𝑝ℎ (𝐾−1)

𝑁𝑝ℎ  𝐾 −𝑁𝑝ℎ (𝐾−1)
                    (1) 

 

5Implementation of Control Algorithm 

 
In dynamic force channel system,control calculation has significant job 

of choosing the exhibition of symphonious compensation.The dead beat gave 
the control calculation to the voltage sources inverters utilized in sifting 

system [10].The shunt circle control on the harmoniccurrentpresent in the 

line and compare with the AC sinusoidal source to get the mistake is gone 

through the regulator and control calculation is to produce the beat for the 
framework 

𝑉𝑖𝑛 < 𝜃 = 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑛 < 𝛽 + 𝑉𝑝ℎ < 𝛿                     (2) 

 

In this method of the description of the values of the UPQC with the ideal 

being the voltage source and fuzzy logic is modelling the ideal current 
source. 
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The UPQC source voltage (Vs) is taken from the references that suit the 

model voltage and the current. 

In power factor given the heap and voltage list prerequisite to decide the 
extent and consistent stage points of Vph to keep up the heap voltage steady at 

its worth dependent on the appraised valued. The load current is given by 
M.Sujith et al 
 

𝐼𝑝ℎ < 𝛿 − 𝜃 = 𝐼𝑖𝑛 < 𝜃 + 𝐼𝐶 < 𝛿(3) 

 
The current activity of UPQC by methods for "Ph" is indicates the stages 

in time on the request condition of intensity flexibly for UPQC taking action, 

initially in stage 1,the gracefully voltage has no inadequacy. 

 

          𝑉𝑖𝑛=𝑉𝑝ℎ1=𝑉𝑖𝑛1=constant=𝑉0   (4) 

 

The Proposed controller is shown in the Figure 3. The controller designed 

to get the current reference through the feedback loop and it is processed 

through the force regulator to accomplish the yield reference frame. From the 
reference power frame named Piref and Qiref, the controller gain values are 

estimated.  

 

 
 

Figure 3 Control scheme of the system. 

 
The controller designed is realized by the ANFIS regulator. In any case, 

with the end goal of appraisal and assessment, the customary PI control is 

additionally represented alongside the projected designed ANFIS regulator. 

The additional setting for the PI control is improved and fined tuned by the 
calculation of weights in artificial neural networks. 
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6 ANN Optimization 
 

ANN procedure dependent on group penetration is realistic to procure the 
gain constants of PI controller. ANN is a versatile population constructed the 

enhancement procedure with integral parallelism. It isn't as quite a bit of to 

be tricked on nearby optima not at all like hereditarycalculation. The number 
of methods employed to find the gain constants of PI controller can be found 

in literature survey. The procedures like Z-N and IMC are sluggish and 

decline stability.  In this method ANN strategy is employed to get the 

upgraded estimation of PI boundaries limit. There are numerous preferences 
of ANN over the other heuristic improvement methods. ANN is evaluated as 

generally strong and basic technique. It is simple in usage and very little 

delicate to the sort of target work. The boundaries required are just dormancy 
weight and two quickening coefficients. Besides, the arrangement isn't 

tremendously influenced by the boundaries and introductory qualities. 

It tends to be summed up that ANN is skilled to create high-grade 
arrangements in less time and consistent intermingling contrasted with 

different techniques. The particles transport every which way in the search 

space and change the location and speediness of the molecule. The 

magnificent area is held by the molecule it ever encounters. The weights of 
the neural network automatically adjusted in huge population to find the best 

optimal point. This position is known pbest.   

The demonstration of the structure is assessed by its goal. The time 
integral is duplicated by the absolute estimation of error (ITAE) is being 

taken as main parameter to estimate the error. The weight goal is determined 

by the given equation. 

 

J= 𝑤 𝑡 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0
    (5) 

 

To execute ANN to acquire the ideal PI regulator boundaries are given in 

the accompanying:  
1) Give the underlying estimation of the boundaries, for example, 

populace size, idleness weight and constants.  

2) Initialize the particles with subjective position and speed.  
3) Compute the wellness esteem relating to all particles.  

4) Find the neighborhood best and the worldwide best.  

5) Modify the position, speed, neighborhood best and worldwide best.  

6) The strides from 3 to 5 are performed over and over till the greatest 
number of cycles are shown up at or the best arrangement is found. 
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6.1 Test Functions 
 

So as to quantify and test the exhibition of each novel enhancement 

calculation, the calculation must arrangement with some all-around 

characterized test capacities. In this area, different trials on enhancement  
benchmark issues are executed to confirm the exhibition of the proposed 

ANN-FLC technique.  

In a force framework, the monetary activity of creating utilities is 
constantly liked. In the deregulated showcase condition the initial segment of 

the force dispatch issue is to discover the favoured utilizing power flow 

calculation and the subsequent part is rearranged the age for expelling the 

clog.  
The issue is tied in with limiting the boundary weights of producing units 

for a particular time of activity in order to achieve ideal age dispatch among 

working units and consequently fulfilling the framework load request, 
generator activity imperatives and line stream limits [19]. The target capacity 

of the OPF issue of this paper is used for figuring the enhancement issue to 

have effective arrangement in explaining blockage the board. The generators 
in the framework viable have various sensitivities to the force stream on the 

clogged line. 

An adjustment in weight k is associated between transport layers because 

of progress in influence the control of gain constants g can be named as 
Scientifically, Gg is the gain constants for the controller can be composed as 

𝐺𝑔 =  
𝛥𝑃𝑖𝑗

𝛥𝑃𝑔
                                 (6) 

Where Pij is the real power flow on the congested line k and Pg is the real 

power generated by generator g.  
 

 
7 Simulation Result 
 

The simulation results represent the divergent PI control methods 
employed in the shunt APF system and series APF system. This provides the 

system to maintain the fluctuation which is due to the voltage and current 

connected in parallel to maintain the sinusoidal supply and constant DC link 

voltage.Figure 4 shows the Matlab simulation model for proposed converter. 
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Figure 4Proposed Matlab model with UPQC 

The Table 1 shows the parameter consider for executing the simulation in 

Matlab environment.  
Table 1 Simulation parameter 

 

PARAMETERS VALUES 

Three phase AC Source 415 V, 50Hz 

Load Resistance (Rs) and 

Inductance (Ls) 

0.2Ω   & 0.30mH 

Filter resistance and inductance 

(Rs and Ls) 

0.2 Ω & 1 mH 

Load  Bridge rectifier with value 

of R=10Ω 

DC link Voltage 𝑉𝑑𝑐  300V 

 

 

The UPQC is operated under the voltage sag condition, line voltages is 

dipped for 20% in the rated voltage for the test case measurements and 
simulated the corresponding output voltage waveforms Va, Vband Vc are 

measured. And the total harmonic distortion in the system is 4.17%.As the 

simulation results are shown the 20% of the voltage sag condition is based on 

the performance of UPQC has been evaluated using the PI controller which 

is corresponding to the output voltage waveforms𝑉𝑎 , 𝑉𝑏 ,𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑉𝑎𝑏 . 
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Figure 5 Phase voltage and current waveforms 

 

The fig.5 shows the phase voltage and current waveform which are along 
the resistance Ra and Rb and inductance through La and Lb along the major 

impedances along the source and load. 

 

 
Figure 6 Active and Reactive power waveforms with ANN 

 
The above fig.6 depicts the active and reactive power waveforms when 

the ANN optimization algorithm is applied to it. This provides that the active 

powers are higher when compared to the reactive power which is decreased 
in source section on the reactive power and active powergo same with the 

load side. 
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Figure 7 UPQC Optimization Range 

 

Fig.7 shows the UPQC optimization range where the unified power 

crosses slight leaps high along the beginning and gradually decreases along 
the load which is balanced by the source fluctuations. 

From the test result and simulation, the proposed UPQC circuit model 

reduce the reactive power compensation and harmonic distortion in load side 

and source side with respect to IEEE std 519. 

 

8 Conclusion 
 

A control and protective method for dual parallel converters are designed. 

This Simulink model is designed in order to improve the quality of power 
which is performed through the Unified Power Quality Conditioner which 

serves as the most promising electric modules to overcome the fluctuations 

such as voltage unbalance, voltage and current lag, voltage sweel and total 
harmonic distortion problem which prevails in PI controller. The proposed 

hybrid controller known as Artificial Neural Network based Fuzzy Logic 

Controller to reduce the fluctuations in the system. The system is designed 

and evaluated in the platform Matlab/Simulink and the results were analyzed 
and discussed which provides the mitigation of voltage sag in determined 

high accuracy. Thus the proposed scheme is effective, robust and 

implementation is more accurate. 
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